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TIP Document License
By using and/or copying this document, or the TIP document from which this
statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that you have read, understood, and will
comply with the following terms and conditions:
Permission to copy, display and distribute the contents of this document, or the TIP
document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any purpose and
without fee or royalty is hereby granted under the copyrights of TIP and its
Contributors, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the document,
or portions thereof, that you use:
1.

A link or URL to the original TIP document.

2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it doesn't exist, a
notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual representation is permitted) of the
form: "Copyright © <<year>>, TIP and its Contributors. All rights Reserved"
3. When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this License should be provided.
We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software, documents,
or other items or products that you create pursuant to the implementation of
the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.
No right to create modifications or derivatives of TIP documents is granted pursuant to
this License. except as follows: To facilitate implementation of software or specifications
that may be the subject of this document, anyone may prepare and distribute
derivative works and portions of this document in such implementations, in supporting
materials accompanying the implementations, PROVIDED that all such materials
include the copyright notice above and this License. HOWEVER, the publication of
derivative works of this document for any other purpose is expressly prohibited.
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For the avoidance of doubt, Software and Specifications, as those terms are defined in
TIP's Organizational Documents (which may be accessed at
https://telecominfraproject.com/organizational-documents/), and components thereof
incorporated into the Document are licensed in accordance with the applicable
Organizational Document(s).

Disclaimers
THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND TIP MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE FOR ANY
PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT
INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER
RIGHTS.
TIP WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE PERFORMANCE OR
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.
The name or trademarks of TIP may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining
to this document or its contents without specific, written prior permission. Title to
copyright in this document will at all times remain with TIP and its Contributors.
This TIP Document License is based, with permission from the W3C, on the W3C
Document License which may be found at https://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2015/doclicense.html.
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Introduction
The Open AFC Software project is a dedicated open-source community within the Telecom
Infra Project (TIP) committed to the design and development of Automated Frequency
Coordination (AFC) software for unlicensed services in the 6 GHz band. More than thirty
companies participate in the Open AFC Working Group. Open AFC seeks to accelerate the
standard power RLAN (Radio Local Area Network) market globally, by providing an opensource repository that can be modified for various markets and regulatory requirements.
This document provides a high-level description of the Open AFC’s system architecture.
The description is generalizable to any jurisdiction. Specific jurisdictional requirements may
be cited by way of example or for illustration.
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Open AFC Software
The Open AFC Software is a modular reference software system for use by AFC operators.
AFC System Operators may extend the capabilities provided by Open AFC to address
various market requirements.
Diagram 1 illustrates the complete 6 GHz AFC architecture to contextualize the position
and role of an AFC System integrating Open the AFC Software.
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AFC Component

Description

Incumbent

Licensed incumbents’ RF operational parameters for designated

Licensing

incumbent systems with superior spectrum rights. For example, if so

Information*

designated, data about 6 GHz fixed microwave links would include
licensing information such as transmitter and receiver locations,
frequencies, bandwidths, polarizations, transmitter EIRP, antenna
height, and the type of equipment used from a National Regulatory
Authority (NRA) database (e.g., ULS). This also includes information
about microwave operations in border areas or specific exclusion areas
if required by the NRA.

National Regulatory

Databases maintained by the NRAs of jurisdictions that permit AFC

Authority (NRA)

operations and that allow the information in the databases to be

Databases*

extracted for the purpose of administering AFC Systems. NRA
databases would generally be of two types – databases that contain
Incumbent Licensing Information and databases containing
equipment authorization records.

AFC System

The AFC system of an individual AFC Operator that has been approved
by an NRA, which integrates the Open AFC system software, potentially
combined with additional system elements particular to the AFC
implementation of that AFC Operator such as security or
administrative tools.

AFC System Data

Open AFC operations related to collecting, maintaining, and

Repository

provisioning data. See Diagram 2 for additional information.

AFC System

Open AFC operations related to employing Incumbent Licensing

Frequency

Information acquired through NRA Databases to calculate the

Availability

maximum power at each frequency available for AFC Devices

Calculation

operating at a particular location. See Diagram 2 for additional
information.

AFC Device*

An AFC-governed 6 GHz license-exempt access point, proxy device, or
network control device that is lawfully marketed in accordance with
the regulations of the relevant NRA.

Client Devices*

6 GHz license-exempt client devices under the control of an AFC
Device.
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*Included for completeness. Describes functions required for a complete automated frequency
coordination process. Currently outside of scope of TIP Open AFC group.

Operators of devices in a licensed service - such as Fixed Services - apply for licenses to an
NRA based on the technical characteristics of their systems. These licensees provide
information to the relevant NRA as part of this process (Incumbent Licensing Information)
and must maintain the accuracy of this information with subsequent submissions to the
relevant NRA. NRAs maintain these data in databases (NRA Databases), such as the ULS
database maintained by the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
NRAs approve or certify one or more entities to be AFC Operators. These AFC Operators use
Incumbent Licensing Information provided through NRA Databases to comply with the
responsibilities imposed by NRA regulations on AFC Operators.
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Open AFC System
The Open AFC System is an open-source software that can be customized by AFC
Operators to:
1.

Import and update data from NRA Databases identified by a national regulator (e.g.,
the ULS database in the United States and the Equipment Authorization System);

2. Acquire, register, and maintain information (e.g., serial number) from licenseexempt AFC Devices (APs);
3. Validate the AFC Device by verifying the NRA Device ID (e.g., FCC ID) and ensuring
the device is not on the AFC system’s internal deny list, or a record of devices
identified as unauthorized or prohibited by the NRA;
4. Respond to queries from AFC Devices with a data transmission providing the
maximum allowed powers at each frequency as required by national regulatory
requirements;
5. Provide a list of all permissible frequencies within the 6 GHz band to validated
authorized AFC Devices; and
6. Retain necessary information to allow an AFC Operator to carry out AFC functions,
comply with the recordkeeping requirements of an NRA, respond to NRA requests,
and implement NRA mandates.
An AFC Device querying the AFC System using the Open AFC Software provides
geographic location information to the AFC System. It may only select from the permissible
frequencies and transmit power levels identified by the AFC System at that geographic
location, A Client Device operates under the control of an AFC Device and may operate only
at the allowed power levels indicated by the AFC Device, with a maximum power level that
is consistent with NRA regulations for Client Devices.
Diagram 2 provides an overview of the Open AFC Software’s functional architecture.
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AFC Component

Description

NRA Database Update

This function imports data from the relevant NRA Database to

Function

determine if there are any changes to Incumbent Licensing
Information, additions of information related to temporary fixed
microwave links, changes to information related to border
operations, and changes to the list of devices authorized/certified
by the NRA to operate as AFC Devices. The Open AFC System will
use this function to populate, update, and maintain databases (1)
and (2) in the Data Repository Function.

Data Repository

This function houses three core datasets: (1) a database of

Function

incumbent services; (2) a database of access points that are
authorized/certified to operate as AFC Devices, including specific
AP identifiers and NRA authorization/ certification identifiers; and
(3) a database of activity logs pertaining to frequency calculations
and AFC Device activity to comply with NRA recordkeeping
regulations. The Open AFC Software will update and maintain
databases (1) and (2) through its NRA Database Update Function.

AFC System Frequency

This function performs calculations to identify frequencies and

Availability Calculation

power levels that are permissible for AFC Device operation at

Function

specific geographic locations. AFC Devices provide geolocation
information through the AFC Device Responder Function. NRA
Databases provide relevant Incumbent Licensing Information
through the NRA Database Update Function.

AFC Device Responder

This function handles queries from AFC Devices and communicates

Function

either an error message to unauthorized or denied AFC Devices or a
list of permissible frequencies and transmit power levels to
validated AFC Devices. The Open AFC System will use the AFC
System Frequency Availability Calculation Function to populate
responses to AFC Device queries.

The Open AFC System enables individual AFC Operators to comply with NRA regulatory
mandates through the combination of these five core functions. Individual AFC Operators
may supplement these functions by integrating the Open AFC System into an AFC System
that includes other hardware and software elements.
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Note that the Open AFC System and AFC Devices will use the Wi-Fi Alliance AFC System to
AFC Device Interface to communicate (see Wi-Fi Alliance, AFC Specification and Test Plans
- https://www.wi-fi.org/downloads-registeredguest/AFC_Specifications_and_Test_Plans.zip/38132.
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Copyright © 2021 Telecom Infra Project, Inc. A TIP Participant, as that term is
defined in TIP’s Bylaws, may make copies, distribute, display or publish this
Specification solely as needed for the Participant to produce conformant
implementations of the Specification, alone or in combination with its
authorized partners. All other rights reserved.
The Telecom Infra Project logo is a trademark of Telecom Infra Project, Inc.
(the “Project”) in the United States or other countries and is registered in
one or more countries. Removal of any of the notices or disclaimers
contained in this document is strictly prohibited.
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